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DOSSIER

TRAPPED BETWEEN IN AND OUT
THE POST-INSTITUTIONAL LIMINALITY OF EX-PRISONERS IN EAST BERLIN

Abstract

Drawing on wide-ranging empirical material collected as a participant observer in East Berlin in 2006 and 2007, the author offers

an ethnographic account of ex-prisoners' first weeks and months in a rehabilitation programme. The analysis shows that the social

boundaries stemming from their long-term imprisonment and from stigmatisation processes developing in the outside society prevent
them from fully reintegrating into society. A prisonised habitus continues to shape ex-inmates' behaviour; the values and views that

were dominant during their imprisonment still orient much of their social interactions. Ex-inmates' relation to space, time and to a free

environment is built up anew with the more or less successful help of social workers. The author proposes conceptualising their often

frustrating experience as liminal, using Victor Turner's perspective of liminality as a subjective state and therefore as a state that can

be perpetuated by ex-inmates trapped between the inside and the outside.

Keywords: Prison release • Stigma Eastern Germany • Half-way house • Liminality

Irene Becci1

INTRODUCTION

Once a prisoner is reteased, he or - much tess often -
she cannot simpty reoccupy the place previously held in
society. While people are imprisoned, their place in society

usually disappears: families often split up when one

family member has committed a crime, former employers
do not want to be associated with a criminal, friendships

and cultural connections come to a halt, economic
circumstances and the housing situation often become

precarious and in some cases the right to reside in a

particular country is revoked. The way out of the total
institution of the prison is thus long and full of obstacles. The

high rates of recidivism in European countries testify to a

failure based on at least three factors : the inability of the
prison institution to rehabilitate, the lack of appropriate

social, professional and cultural opportunities for ex-
prisoners to build a decent life in society and the inability

of former prisoners to face existing obstacles (which
depends on a variety of factors such as age and gender)2.

Moreover, one powerful barrier to integration is the
continuing cultural and physical effect of the prison experience

on life after prison.

The aim of this article is to focus on this particular
aspect by reporting observations from a halfway house3

situated in one of the eastern districts of Berlin. The penal
code in Germany now acknowledges that difficulties such

as those mentioned above exist and therefore encourages

social rehabilitation programmes in the third sector.
As Harrison and Schehr (2004: 57) write, follow-up
services, programs that offer opportunities for ex-offenders
to develop independent living skills are vital to their
success. After serving several months or years in a controlled,
structured prison the most important transition component

is for ex-offenders to be able to support themselves.

The halfway house I observed concentrates on housing
and the development of social skills. Opened in 1997, it is

located on a noisy thoroughfare only a few minutes to the

11 would like to warmly thank my colleagues at the Max Planck Institute in Halle / S. who commented constructively on previous versions of this paper.

2 There is a large body of literature, mostly from scholars in the Anglo-Saxon world, on desisting from committing crimes and on recidivism. Recent

studies (Giordano et al. 2002) have pointed out the need for approaching this area not only in terms of job stability, marital status or education, but
also in terms of social interactions. This also allows for the gender gap in the study of criminality to be taken into consideration.

3 A halfway house is a housing facility that monitors and supports people who are trying to reintegrate into society - usually following their release

from prison.
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east of Alexanderplatz by inner-city train. Ex-convicts
participate on a voluntary basis and are motivated to desist
from committing crimes. I followed the activities of this
programme as a participant observer (with some restrictions)4

for a year starting at the end of summer 2006. In
a halfway house former prison inmates start a weary and

long-lasting process of resuming daily spatial, physical and
social routines. They find themselves in a subjective state
of liminality (Turner 1995), no longer inside the prison and

not yet fully outside it but on the way to the outside. Drawing

on one of the three phases that mark rites of passage as

observed by Van Gennep (1909), the liminal or «threshold»

period which involves being between two states, Turner

adapted the concept to describe social processes in
contemporary Western societies. Most importantly, as Turnbull
(1990: 79) suggests, liminality is «the process of transformation

at work», an experience that is both subjective and

objective. In order to illustrate some aspects of the difficulties

of leaving the state of liminality, this article expands

on two basic categories, space and social communication,
to which the programme refers. As Erving Goffman (1961)

convincingly argued, it is also through the control of these
two dimensions of social life that total institutions shape
human beings. When a prisoner is released, the institution's

control over the individual ceases and re-centres on
society and also, to a certain extent, on the ex-convict
him/herself. One major obstacle to the re-adjustment of
control is cultural in nature: the culture of ex-inmates is

often highly prisonized, as sociologists put it.

RELEASING PRISONIZED PEOPLE

A classic observation-based prison study is Donald Clem-

mer's Theprison community (1940)5. As the title of his important

book indicates, he observes a community in prison.
The imprisoned create a cultural life of their own which
is not directly determined by the disciplinary setting of
the institution but actually stands in opposition to it. One

important question that guides the author's curiosity is the
high rate of recidivism (40-80% at the time and still today)
which he tries to explain not only with social-structural
but also with cultural factors. Despite the many distinctions

separating prisoners according to social and cultural

backgrounds and despite their position within prison
hierarchies and social groups, commonalities develop among
them as the result of what Clemmer (1940: 297) calls

«symbiosis by which is meant a living together so that
a benefit exists that is mutual for the involved parties.
This occurs in spite of the ruggedness of individualism
among the inmates and while symbiosis does not rule out
impersonlization, the need for a degree of cooperation in
coping with an unfriendly environment, keeps individualism

from becoming too rampant.»

Clemmer (1940: 299) argues that this symbiosis changes
inmates' behaviour; they are «prisonized» which means
that they take «on in greater or less degree the folkways,
mores, customs, and general culture of the penitentiary».
Clemmer (1940: 297, 298) describes this culture, the
«prisoners' world», as follows:

«It is dominated and it submits. Its own community is
without a well-established social structure. Recognized
values produce a myriad of conflicting attitudes. There are

no definite communal objectives. There is no consensus
for a common goal. The inmates' conflict with officialdom
and opposition toward society is slightly greater in degree
than conflict and opposition among themselves. Trickery
and dishonesty overshadow sympathy and cooperation...
It is a world of <I,> <me,> and <mine,> rather than <ours,>

<theirs,> and <his>. Its people are thwarted, unhappy,
yearning, resigned, bitter, hating, revengeful. Its people
are improvident, inefficient, and socially illiterate. The

prison world is a graceless world. There is filth, stink, and
drabness; there is monotony and stupor. There is disinterest

in work. There is desire for love and hunger for sex.
There is pain in punishment. Except for the few, there is
bewilderment. No one knows, the dogmas and codes

notwithstanding, exactly what is important.»

After having spent some time in this culture, inmates
conform their habitus to it, Clemmer contends. The cultural
references of prisonized persons are likely to clash with
those of outside society which is one of the causes of
recidivism. Having studied the situation of ex-convicts in more
recent years, scholars still tikeprisonization very seriously6.

4 My participation was limited in the sense that I could only be at the halfway house during the day. For further details on restricted participation, see
Dewalt et al. (1998).

5 Clemmer's study, like the majority of social studies on prisons, focuses on male prisoners. The situation is different - in terms of social roles, main

problems and type of crime - for female prisoners, who represent less than 5 % of the prison population in Europe (cf. Walmsley 2006).

6 Cf., for instance, Celinska (2000) as well as Bereswill (2004), who takes a biographical approach.
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At the halfway house I encountered profiles similar to
those portrayed by Clemmer. The ex-inmates were bitter
and unfriendly, their attitudes were harsh and strongly
gendered-either aggressive and misogynist or flirtatious
and sexualized. Most of them were multi-recidivists and

(former) drug or alcohol addicts who had experienced
long-term imprisonment. Only one person was educated
to A-level, while the educational levels of all the others
were lower including some cases of illiteracy. With the
exception of one person they all were East Germans. It
was only after they had stopped associating me with the
social workers that they started to trust in me.

ARRIVING AT THE HALFWAY HOUSE:

STARTING THE LIMINAL EXPERIENCE

The halfway house where I carried out participant
observation is part of a major secular association in Berlin that
offers a wide range of rehabilitation programmes to ex-

prisoners or people at risk of imprisonment. This association

runs large-scale advertisements offering support in
housing and job issues, drug rehabilitation and computer
skills, language and art classes. In order to participate in
the rehabilitation programme in the halfway house where

I conducted my study, prisoners have to apply formally.
Doris7, a woman in her thirties who was responsible for the

programme, was the only permanent full-time staff member

and three other people worked in the house conducting
state-run occupational programmes. These social workers
evaluated each application, visited the applicants in prison
and came to a decision after examining the individuals'
motivations and eligibility. Therefore all ex-inmates entering

the halfway house knew what kind of programme it
offered: compared to other programmes the one I observed

is characterized by secularity, the local post-socialist
history and a pragmatic rather than moralistic orientation.
Unlike in other programmes, for example, applicants are

not required to abstain from alcohol altogether but are

expected to refrain from consuming alcohol in the
communal areas of the house. The applicants are also aware
that their stay in the halfway house is limited and that

they should use it to prepare for social reintegration. Before

their arrival the former prisoners, together with the social

workers, draw up a plan which generally includes addiction
therapy, looking for a job, learning to keep the house, to be

tidy and neat, to behave respectably and avoid conflicts.
Prisoners knew all too well that entering the programme
meant to follow rules and make an effort; and so some used

the time between leaving prison and entering the halfway
house to run riot. Some ex-offenders arrived at the halfway

house only a couple of days after their release and in
many cases accompanied by police officers. By that stage,

they had spent most of the money they had received when

they were released to get drunk and had roamed the streets
of Berlin for days. Others had gone shopping and spent all
their money on sophisticated technological gadgets,
interpreting freedom in a capitalistic way as the freedom to
consume and yet unable to make informed choices. To avoid
such risks some had asked to be picked up by the housing

programme staff and thus arrived safely and quickly at the
halfway house. The difficulties of life outside the prison
started immediately. When a staff member and I picked up
Manfred8 after his release from prison, the first thing he

wanted to do was to eat a doner kebab. So we drove to a

Turkish kebab house to buy one for him. He was very happy
but unable to eat even half of the kebab. The taste, he told
us was now too strong for him as he had become used to the
bland food in prison. For Ulrich9, one of the first physical
challenges after his release was to cross the street because

he was afraid of cars and unable to judge how far they
were away and how fast they drove. These examples illustrate

the extent to which prison life affects the most basic

aspects of the inmates' selves; the control over their bodies.

After the first week which keeps «clients»10 busy with
all kinds of activities as part of settling down (registration
at the unemployment office and elsewhere, organization of
basic things in the flat, etc.), former prisoners often find
themselves confronted with the fact that they are alone and

have no commitments. After the endless boredom of prison
detention, to figure out how to spend the day is a tough
task for many ex-convicts, not at least because only few
find a job. The most frequent occupation «clients» engaged

7 All names have been changed.

8 Manfred was born in the 1980s in Brandenburg; he was one of five children. His father was an alcoholic who was often in prison and violent toward his

mother. Manfred spent most of his childhood in children's homes and attended school for nine years. Then he became homeless and was eventually
imprisoned for armed robbery, predatory extortion and aggravated assault. He was an alcoholic and displayed an anarchist and punk identity.

9 Ulrich was born in the 1960s in Brandenburg; he had six siblings. He was illiterate and an alcoholic. He had been married for 25 years and was the father
of three young adults. Before he went to prison, he was homeless. During that time, he was badly beaten by skinheads and still suffered from the injuries.

10 The word «client» has come to replace the word «user» in social work, with the paradigmatic shift toward more managerial language in social care.
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in was games; darts, cards, dice or crosswords - activities in
which they were well trained. The few who had a job usually
worked in areas which can be described as being at the margins

of society. They cleaned up tree leaves in cemeteries,
collected items for recycling, helped to clear out abandoned
houses or helped to restore the rooms of the rehabilitation

programme. Following their own schedule in an independent

way was something clients needed to learn again because

prison guards had always reminded them of meetings by
coming to accompany them. I was surprised to note that
clients who had been eager to find a job and managed to be

invited to an interview then did not take advantage of it.

Ex-inmates were allowed to stay in the programme for
up to two years. They were expelled if they did not keep
the house rules or transferred to other programmes if they
had specific needs. After two years «clients» often wanted
to live near the halfway house and kept close connections
with the programme. They continued to come to the free
brunches and lunches or requested the assistance of the
social workers in financial or juridical matters.

Ex-inmates knew very well that the programme was
meant to change them and therefore the concept of limin-

ality is a fitting description of their experience".
Imprisonment and release are highly standardized processes in
contemporary European societies but they can still be

looked at as rites of passage. Rehabilitation programmes
for released prisoners like those offered by halfway houses

prolong the rite of release as much as they never really
achieve the aim of reintegrating their «clients». Besides

this explicit aim rites also have collateral functions, i.e.
social exclusion, as Bourdieu (1982) clearly argued. Thus,
while they are supposed to build bridges for ex-prisoners to
re-integrate into society - a mission that such programmes
cannot accomplish by themselves - halfway houses actually

create the conditions for liminars to continue their
experience almost indefinitely. The reason why this
happens is, I suggest, linked to the enduring stigma of
imprisonment. Ironically, while ex-prisoners try to get rid of their
past because it is perceived as a stigma, the rehabilitation
programme defines them by this very stigma. As they go

through the programme, former prisoners are supposed to
acquire the skills and to create the conditions that will

allow them to free themselves from stigma, but their lim-
inal status contributes to reproducing the stigma. While

they are in the halfway house, former prison inmates are

no longer prisoners or criminals, but they are not full
citizens yet. This ambiguity is one of the major characteristics
of liminality (Turner 1995: 95).

In the following section I shall not focus on issues

which criminologists usually point out as obstacles to
reintegration - job-related problems12, financial difficulties,
broken relationships with friends and relatives - but on
situations that arise within the programme and reinforce
the stigma of being a former prison inmate. In Goffman's

(1963: 3) vocabulary stigma is «an attribute that is deeply
discrediting»; further, «An attribute that stigmatizes one

type of possessor can confirm the usualness of another and
therefore is neither creditable nor discreditable as a thing
in itself»13. Stigmatized individuals face a dilemma; on
one hand they seek to hide their stigma or eliminate it in
order to be seen as normal and as part of the larger society
and on the other hand they often think that they deserve

different treatment from that given to «normal» people
because of their stigma. As a result their social interactions

are strained by contradictory expectations and
attitudes that make for unexpected consequences.

SPACE: THE AREA, THE HOUSE, THE YARD, THE FLAT

After their release many ex-prisoners choose to live in
large cities with a high degree of anonymity and mobility.

As Goffman writes, this allows a stigmatized person to
«limit the amount of continuous experience others have of
him. By residing in a region cut off from one he ordinarily

frequents he can introduce a disconnectedness in his
biography» (Goffman 1963: 99). With one exception none
of the ex-inmates in the housing programme in my study
came from the area where the halfway house was located.
During the period of the German Democratic Republic
(GDR) this area had been at the very centre of East Berlin
and had thus been well-known and visited for its commercial

activities. Today this area is poor and unpopular. The

media and public discourse in Berlin portray it as a centre
of right-wing extremism14. Here the houses which origi-

11 Ortiz (2008) also applies the concept of liminality to a halfway house but focuses on techniques of control.

12 Ex-prisoners' difficulties in finding jobs are well documented; cf. among others Harrison and Schehr (2004).

13 Cf. also Austin (2004), who focuses on stigmatization processes linked to political disenfranchisement.

14 For right-wing activities in East Berlin, see Luzar (2006). Various local, German and international media (Berliner Morgenpost, Frankufter Allgemeine
Zeitung, Tageszeitung, Deutsche Welle). For the definition of right-wing extremism, see Jaschke (1994:31).
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nally were built for manual workers are outdated and part
of the state's comprehensive restoration plan. However,
this restoration does not mean the gentrification of the

area, as has happened in other parts of East Berlin such

as in Prenzlauer Berg (Holm 2006). On the contrary, this
area is characterized by marginalization - in economic,

cultural and political terms. The majority of the German

population residing in the area (over 90%: Gude, Berciez

and Huhs 2007: 84, 85) can be described as socially
disadvantaged. The unemployment rate is high and neither
tourists nor students are attracted by the area. There are

no cinemas or theatres, only shops and offices used by
those who live here. Studies of this area conclude that it
does not appear to foster any kind of identification (Gude,
Berciez and Huhs 2007: 86). The area also is known as

a place for criminal activities. During the 1990s the war
between groups engaged in black marketeering was waged
here and some of that kind of activity even seems to
continue today. Local residents are not surprised to see people

being arrested in the streets. One day during my research

stay a massive police presence arrived to arrest a number
of people right in front of the halfway house. It looked

impressive to me but apparently not to those around me.

The reverse side of this situation is that the area is

attractive to liminars precisely because it offers them the

possibility to remain liminal and thus neither relapse nor
be rehabilitated. The ex-inmates in the programme liked
going to the parks in the area or sitting on the benches in
front of warehouses but they felt ill at ease when they were
outside the area. None of my proposals neither the suggestions

made by the staff to visit other areas of Berlin, the
zoo or the cinema were taken up. The «clients» preferred to
watch a film at home because, as they would say, «at home

I have peace». This negative response could be interpreted
in Bourdieu's terms as limited curiosity for exploration as

a consequence of former inmates' low «cultural capital»
but Goffman (1963: 91-92) offers a more interactive
understanding of this attachment to the area:

«To the extent that the individual is a discredited
person, one looks for the routine cycle of restrictions he

faces regarding social acceptance; to the extent that he

is discreditable, for the contingencies he faces in managing

information about himself. For example, an individual
with a facial deformity can expect, as suggested, to cease

gradually to be a shocking surprise to those in his own

neighbourhood, and there he can obtain a small measure
of acceptance; at the same time, articles of dress worn to
conceal part of his deformity will have less effect here that
they will in parts of the city where he is unknown and
otherwise treated less well.»

Manfred made it very clear why it was so hard for him
to be away from his small flat in the first weeks. He found

it too crowded:

«All those people around me that is strange because

in prison I was in a cell for two and there weren't many
people coming to see me [...] and now here I see, let's say,
downstairs for instance there are, let's say, five, six, seven

men or so [...] or yesterday when I went to that office, to
the job office or job centre or whatever they call it now
[...] we were waiting for five hours and there were about
50 people that's too much.»

For this reason, for weeks on end, he only left his
flat when it was strictly necessary. The reinforcement of
stigma was most striking when ex-prisoners met people
from outside the area. For instance, I once accompanied
Mathias15 to a meeting with an employee of the agency
that owned the flat he wanted to rent. The estate agent
was very late and did not apologise for it. Mathias did not
complain, on the contrary, he hardly said anything and

agreed to everything. The flat we looked at was in bad
condition but the estate agent arrogantly gave us to understand

that Mathias did not really have a choice.

Currently the rehabilitation programme disposes of
two linked houses; one at the front (where the offices of
the social workers and the common dining room are) and

another one at the side where eight ex-inmates (all men)
have fully furnished studio flats and a common living-room
on the top floor. Not all the flats in the house at the front
were rented out but as soon as «regular tenants» moved

out the programme's social workers managed to have one of
their former «clients» move in. About seven men and three

women connected to the programme lived in the house

at the front. The courtyard between the two houses was

a very interesting place because the inhabitants spent a

lot of time there. It is protected from the outside world.
Whenever the weather is nice they would gather in the

15 Mathias was in his late thirties. He had grown up in Brandenburg with adoptive parents and had never met his biological parents. He had been a

multi-recidivist for felonies such as aggravated assault. Since a psychiatrist had diagnosed his attention deficiency disorder, Mathias was exempt
from work. He was therefore unable to keep any commitments and could be impulsive and nervous. Wherever he was, people would notice his

clumsiness. He had been a punk and had lived for years near the Alexanderplatz.
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courtyard and smoke or chat with one another, with some

looking down from their windows. An inhabitant who had
been homeless for a number of years before he joined the

programme gradually became responsible for cleaning up
the courtyard, a task he took very seriously. However, he

did not apply these standards of cleanliness to his own flat.

Clients who like Ulrich kept their flats clean were rare
and usually very proud of this. Ulrich cleaned meticulously

and often called me to show me how tidy his flat
was. The majority of the inhabitants allowed their flats
to become rather filthy. The furniture consisted of
second-hand donations similar to the clothes inhabitants
wore. It was therefore quite difficult to keep the flats
really neat. Neglect led to filthiness within a very short
time. The most extreme case I saw was the flat of a

former «client» in the house at the front. Although he was

officially no longer in the programme, the social workers

were still helping him. He fell ill but continued drinking

despite the various treatments he received. This led
his health to rapidly deteriorate to the point where he

had to be taken to the hospital. During his stay there an
insufferable smell started to escape his flat and permeate
throughout the whole house. It became so strong that the
social workers decided to go to the hospital and ask the
former «client's» permission to enter the flat and clean

it. When we got in, there was an indescribable mess and

a lot of dirt. The air was too thick to breathe and it took
one of the social workers days to put things right. It was
hard to believe that someone could have lived in such

conditions. This former client later died in hospital. To be

able to reallocate the flat to another ex-inmate the social
workers cleaned up the flat and did not tell the landlord
about the true state it had been in.

It often took inhabitants months to realise that they
were in charge of their flats. Ex-convicts had to get used

to having their own keys to open and close their doors -
many left them open all the time - and to decide whether
to leave the heating on or off, especially if they had
experienced long-term imprisonment. During wintertime the
windows were often left wide open with the heating on
maximum. This sometimes even happened in the summer.
In order to check on and coach the inhabitants during this
learning process the social workers used different strategies.

For instance, they offered to read the gas or electricity

meters while the inhabitants were absent so that they
could check on the heating, the windows and the overall

state of the flats. Nobody was really surprised to find
that inhabitants have destroyed things. One day a TV was
thrown out of a window and the social workers only inter¬

vened because the TV had damaged the path on which it
had fallen and the path now had to be repaired. The social
workers' low level of intervention was meant to establish
responsible relationships between people who were on an
equal footing. As the social distance remained at a high
level, the lack of intervention encouraged the normalization

of deviant behaviour. The social workers accepted
that many of the inconsistencies in the inhabitants' lives
would never really change but they thought it was important

to continue the discourse of change and encouraged
«clients» to start therapies, apply for jobs, etc.

SOCIAL COMMUNICATION: FILTERING AND MORALIZING

Carsten, a man in his forties, was part of the staff and
showed a great interest in my study. This was the reason
why he told me about his life during socialist times, when
he had a good job as a driver for the Socialist Unity Party.
He knew all the streets of Berlin and loved driving around
in his car. One of his main tasks was to accompany
«clients» to wherever they needed to go, such as for shopping,
hospital visits or to pick them up after they were released.
One day I accompanied Carsten to pick up Ulrich and one of
the first things Ulrich told us when we arrived was about
his worst experience in prison; to be obliged to live in close

quarters with horrible criminals while he «had only been

driving without a driving license». As I was told later he

actually had been driving (often drunk) without a license
for more than twenty years, had driven stolen cars and

was involved in a number of serious accidents. Carsten was

obviously irritated by Ulrich's claims to an extent that I
had not observed among social workers before.

Carsten often told me in a confidential manner about his
concerns about the way the other social workers treated
him. He said they did not trust him. I also noticed that on

many occasions he was excluded from meetings or conversations

involving the social workers. There were also tense
moments when Doris reminded him sternly of his tasks. I
did find the way she addressed him stricter than the tone
she used when talking to other colleagues but I thought
that this was because he was new to the programme. Then,
a couple of weeks before the end of my fieldwork, Carsten

stopped working for the programme. Doris told me much
later that he was actually an ex-inmate and that he had
been working in the programme as part of his probation
plan. Carsten had been hiding his stigma which is a strategy

of managing information in Goffman's vocabulary.
Most of all he was trying to integrate socially as a member
of the house staff, a goal he was unable to achieve.
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The social workers were constantly concerned to find out
whether somebody had told them lies and with the question

of how to handle «wrong» information. Georg Sim-

mel (1997: 319) pointed out the fundamental role secrets

play in social relationships: «the one who has a secret is
also aware that he has a certain power to manipulate the
relation to others.» This is what staff were most afraid of
because they could not control everything going on in the
house, such as what happened at night, the time when
most troubles started. According to social workers the ex-
convicts tended to manipulate others. In order to protect
themselves the social workers discussed again and again
where they should «set the limits» of being kind and helpful

to clients. They always double-checked the information
they received from inhabitants. Trust in the relationships
was under constant scrutiny from both sides. One strategy
the social workers used to achieve some social control was

to ritualize house rules. Coffee was served in the morning
and everyone was invited to come. According to the official

version these rituals served to structure the days and

weeks and to instil a sense of community. The occasions

also allowed the social workers to find out what had
happened during night. Doris stressed the importance of tackling

potential conflict before it became explosive. Clients
would turn up and complain about noise or about someone

having bothered them during the night. Rarely did the
different versions of what had occurred during the night
correspond. The social workers often asserted that lying and

hiding were the characteristics of a «prisoner mentality»
and that the inhabitants would continue cheating each

other in the outside world just as they used to do as

prisoners «because it does not stop when they are released»,

as Doris told me. If an inhabitant accused another of some

misbehaviour the accused would counter by saying that
the accuser was incapable of «keeping his mouth shut»
and that he collaborated with the social workers.
Sometimes, when one inhabitant started to complain, the others

would follow him and become louder and louder. The

social workers called this «typical prison behaviour» that
aimed to cause «a mutiny like in prison». Sometimes they
wondered if there was something like a «lag soul»16. The

idea that ex-convicts still thought and behaved as prisoners

explained quite contradictory situations; on the one

hand, it was typical for ex-convicts not to say what they
did not like about others but on the other hand the
contrary was also typical for ex-prisoners.

Concealing information or blurring the boundaries
between what is legitimate and what is not legitimate is

an important tactic ex-convicts use to establish new
relationships. This appears to be dubious to those who are

dealing with them, as the following example illustrates.
Before Philipp had a stroke, he and I had a good relationship17.

Having committed a robbery while drunk he was
sentenced to seven years in prison but was released after
four years because he agreed to attend detoxification therapy

at an evangelical institution in the outskirts of the
city. After a couple of days he escaped from the institution
and found shelter at the halfway house where I was doing

my fieldwork. I was very interested in Philipp's experience
at the Christian detoxification centre and wanted to visit
it but it turned out to be inaccessible for outsiders. One

day, Philipp introduced me to one of his friends who was
also a new client and looked like an alcoholic. Philipp told
me that I could go to the centre with his friend who was

looking for a detoxification programme and pretend I was

accompanying him. I explained to Philipp that I appreciated

his offer to help but that I could not accept it. I
still do not know whether he really understood my point
about sound scientific practice or my way of distinguishing

between legitimate and illegitimate means.

Several days of each week, the inhabitants could help
to prepare and eat brunch or lunch in the common living

room. I often helped out with the cooking and was

impressed by the skill the ex-convicts showed in cooking
for a large number of people. After preparing the meal

they would never sit down and eat with the others. Everyone

usually ate in silence, left as soon as they had finished
meal, and leaving the dirty dishes on the table. Eating
together was evidently not considered a pleasant thing
to do; the inhabitants may have associated it with
constraint. The social workers often stressed how important
it was to create the conditions that allowed the inhabitants

to acquire a sense of what was «nice» (schön) in the
aesthetic and moral sense of the word. «Nice» flowers were

put on the table, for instance, but few inhabitants seemed

to notice it. Doris often stressed that the task of the social
workers was to set an example of what a «nice life» was.
She thought that prisonized people needed to regain their
aesthetic sense and their ability to take care of their
material and relational environment and of themselves.
The ex-convicts did not respond very actively to such

16 «Knacki Seele». This was mostly the case when the social workers were upset. There were also situations in which they supported hiding the stigma
of imprisonment, mostly with clients they considered harmless for society.

17 He was born in the 1960s and raised in the «East», as he put it. He had been a metalworker for 26 years during the German Democratic Republic, but
he lost his job at the end of the Socialist period and became an alcoholic.
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remarks. They were constantly at risk of relapsing and

they knew that their relationships with the social workers

were crucial in this respect. The stigma of imprisonment
was thus re-asserted in daily relations, even by those who

were supposed to work to further former inmates' social

re-integration after their release.

To understand this specific situation one needs to bear

in mind that social workers do not relate to clients as if
they were ignorant of the clients' past. When a prisoner
applies to come to the halfway house the social workers

can view the file the prison administration keeps on that
person. Such files were handled with caution but they
undoubtedly had an impact on the way social workers

perceived their clients from the moment they had contact

with them. Again, Goffman offers some insight on the

importance of stigma in the interactions between social
workers and former prisoners:

«The role of normal and the role of stigmatized are parts
of the same complex, cuts from the same standard cloth...
one can assume that the stigmatized and the normal have

the same mental make-up, and that this necessarily is the
standard one in our society.» (Goffman 1963: 130)

Careful analysis of the social relationships in the
housing programme in light of these considerations
shows that being normal or not is a question of perspective.

If one looks at the social workers - or me as the

anthropologist doing fieldwork - from the perspective
of the ex-convicts an interesting inversion happens. The

inhabitants of the halfway house would in fact not
consider the social workers' life as «normal». In their view
«normal» people would have better-paid jobs and, most
of all, avoid any contact with ex-prisoners.

The oddest rumours circulated among clients about

why Doris, the other social workers and I were working
and spending time there. The ex-inmates seemed caught
in the «trap of low self-esteem». They were no longer
used to others showing them respectful consideration
and support, and so they suspected such an interest to
be instrumental. Another type of inversion that occurred

frequently concerned moral standards, particularly when
ex-inmates referred to crimes. One day Manfred came to
talk about the crime that had put him in prison. His

felony was labelled an aggravated robbery because he had
used a knife, a qualification he contested.

I actually didn't use that knife Ijust held it at his throat
never really used the knife.

[I] well, but ifyou put a knife at someone's throat (hm)
but I injured him pretty bad, I was wearing shoes with steel

toe caps and kicked him violently

[I] aha (5) hmm (4) how did he end up, dead?

well unfortunately he fell against a wall which caused a

basal skull fracture and that's how he died.

In the living room I also heard conversations about
robberies. One day we were reading an article in a newspaper

about a woman who tried to rob a taxi driver and

got caught. One of the clients commented that it was not
worth robbing a taxi driver because there was never a lot
of money. According to Harrison and Schehr (2004: 44),
a high level of readiness to use violence also forms part
of the prison culture:

«Violent prison subcultures foster coping mechanisms
that enhance the likelihood inmates will adopt violent
responses to conflictual situations. Moreover, for many
inmates prison induces psycho-emotional internalization

of basic emotions. This makes transitions to healthy
relationships beyond prison at best a challenging
intrapersonal adventure.»

CONCLUSION

This article has offered an analysis of the social boundaries

that prevent people who have experienced long-
term imprisonment from re-entering society as full
citizens. The total institution of the prison leaves deep
moral and physical marks on the habitus of ex-inmates,
a habitus that does not help prevent stigmatization. The

combination of the stigmatization which operates
outside the prison and the prisonized habitus which ex-
inmates bring with them when they leave prison makes

it difficult for both ex-inmates and those supporting
them to consider the halfway house as more than a lim-
inal experience. Eliminating stigma is a sine qua non for
ex-convicts to leave their liminal state. Many seem to
find it hard to achieve this, either because they find it
impossible to remove the stigma or because their liminal
state is a prolonged experience that leads to marginal-
ity at best. While my findings cannot be said to apply to
all released prisoners, they point to the potential - and

sadly ironic - unintended consequences of programmes
such as halfway houses which cannot achieve their aim

if conditions inside prisons do not change.
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